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Heterosis, which is defined as hybrid vigor such that an F1 hybrid 
falls outside the range of the parents with respect to some character or 
.characters, was first reported in the eighteenth century although it was 
not understood or recognh:ed as such. Since that early beginning plant 
and animal breeders have tried to explain the phenomenon and utilize its 
economical potential. The recent increased interest in heterosis results 
mainly from the superiority of the hybrids over their parents, but also 
from the fact that hybrid populations represent good experimental ma-
terial for the study of gene action. 
F1 hybrids in many organisms have produced higher yields, pheno-
typically more uniform populations, and improved quality of the product. 
Intensive studies however, have not been carried out on hybrids of the 
genus Cynodon Rich. to measure the amount of heterosis which might be 
obtained. 
The objective of this investigation was to survey the ~enus Cynodon 
to determine if heterosis did exist and, if so, to measure its magni-
tude. Recent workers have :expressed heterosi s as an increase over the 
.. 1 
_mid-parent value as we! I as an. increase over the high pareht value; 
therefore, both measurements are included in this study. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The beginnings of the heterosi s concept were reviewed by Shull 
(19), and the development of that concept was reviewed by Hayes (12). 
Review of these areas would serve only to paraphrase their earlier 
papers and would present no directly pertinent material for this paper. 
Much of the work on heterosis has been summarized by Whaley (22); 
therefore, only those aspects which pertain directly to the family 
Gramineae, and more specifically to the genus Cynodon, wi}l be l?re-
~ented. in this paper. 
A. Heterosi s in the Genus Cynodon' 'Rich.: · To date, 1 i tt le work 
has been done on controlled hybridizati'on in Cynodon. Reports of the 
amount of heterosis obtained from the hybrids which have been made are 
even less common. The increasing importance of bermudagrass as a forage 
and turf pl ant in recent years has drawn at ten ti on to improvement of the 
species through genetic research. 
' 
The plants in the genus Cynodon are divided into two distirict 
types based upon their agronomic use. IJ"he forage' type plant exhibits 
abundant upright growth which· is coarse in nature while the. turf type 
! I 
plant is low growing and of a finer texture. 
Hybrid, plants of. both types which are markedly better than their 
parents at least for some characteristic have been either produced or 
isolated from natural stands.o A number of these hybrids have been re-
leased as commercial varieties. Burton (5) released the first impor-
tant,hybrid which resulted from a cross between 1Tif't 1 bermuda (a 
2 
.3 
selection of.£.:. dactylon (L.) Pers.) and a.£.:. dactylon introduction from 
South Africa. He reported that the F1 plant was a faster spreading, 
more productive individual which was more disease, drought, and frost 
resistant than either of the parents. When clipped to simulate close 
grazing the F hybrid yielded twice as much as the common bermuda. This 
1 
variety was released under the name of •coastal.• 
Harlan, Burton, and Elder (10) reported increased yields and vigor 
from a cross between Coastal bermuda and a winter-hardy strain from 
Indiana. The hybrid was released commercially under the varietal name 
of 1Midlando 1 
Turf grass hybrids have also been released as commercial varieties. 
Staten, Watts, and Thurman (20) reported that the Alabama, Arkansas, 
Oklahoma, and South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Stations jointly 
released a sterile triploid plant resulting from a natural cross be-
tween f.:. dactyl on and f.:. transvaalensis Burtt-Davy. The F1 hybrid was 
classified as f.:. magennisii Hurcombe because of its sterile triploid 
condition, and was released as 1 Sunturf. 1 
In 1954 Robinson and Latham (18) also reported the release of a 
new turf hybrid resulting from a cross between.£.:. dactylon and~ 
transvaalensis. This variety was named 1Tifgreen. 1 They reported that 
Tifgreen was a very desirable turf grass for all characteristics and 
was widely employed on golf courses. A number of other Cynodon hybrids 
which exhibit heterosis for some desirable characteristic have been 
made by the Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station. 
The first work on c.ontrolled hybridization in Cynodon was started 
by Burton (6) in 1942. Coastal bermudagrass, Star grass(£.:. plecto-
stachyus_ (K. Schum.) Pilg.), and a cold resistant.£.:. dactylon from 
4 
Indiana were cro~;sed in a11 possible combinations and the F hybrids . . 1 
tested against their parents. Burton reported that the intraspecific 
hybrids between Coastal bermuda and Indiana bermuda were intermediate 
in all characters measured; however, the hybrids were more cold taler-
ant than the Coastal bermuda parent. The best of the Indiana X Star 
grass hybrids significantly outyielded its most productive parent, dem-
onstrating the existence of heterosis; however, none of the hybrids 
were as productive as Coastal bermuda. In conclusion of his results, 
Burton reported that 11 the 1 imi ted data from these studies indicate 
intraspecific hybridization is ·more effective than int~rspecific hybrid-
i zati on in the improvement of C. dac ty1 on. 11 
. ·;·· -1-, .. ' .. 
Moll et al. (14), in a _study of ihe relationship between heterosis 
and genetic divergence in ma, ze~ . reported that 'heterosi s increased with 
increased divergence within a restricted range of divergence, but ex-
tremel y divergent crosses resulted in~ .~ecrease i h heterosi s. This 
agrees closely with Burton's earlier work on Cynodo~. 
B. Heterosis in Other 1ienera of _Gramineae: Interspecific and 
intergeneric hybrids and their cytogerietic characteristics have been 
reported commonly in the Gramineae. Investigations of this nature in-
valving the cereals, particularly Triticum L. and the related genera 
Aegilops L. and Secale L.,.have been reviewed by Aase (1), and studies 
of hybrids of m~ i ze and maize re 1 a ti ves have been .summarized by Mange 1 s-
d or f and Reeves (13). Carnahan and Hill (7) ·listed 256 interspecific 
. . 
and 95 intergeneric, of which 17 are considered intertribal, hybrids of 
the forage grasses. Myers (15) reported that the majority of the forage 
grass hybrids are artificial or controlled. Most extensive inter-
specific hybridization has been achieved in Agropyron Gaertn., Bromus 
.... · .. ,,._ ..... 
Lo, and Poa Lo Less extensive interspecific hybridization has been 
achieved in 26 other generao Similarly, species of three genera, 
Agropyron, Elymus Lo, and Hordeum Lo have served widely as parents of 
intergeneric hybrids, while Festuca L.-Lolium Lo hybrids constitute 
most of the so called intertribal hybrids (7). 
In interspecific Andropogon L. crosses, Peters and Newell (16) 
5 
reported that the hybrid clones exceeded the average of the parent 
types by 20% in height of leaves 1 9% in total height of plants, and 59% 
in total plant yieldso The basal spread of the hybrids was intermediate 
between the two parents. 
Burton (4) reported that interspecific Pennisetum L. Rich. hybrids 
yielded substantially more forage and had a leafier growth habit than 
either of the parents. The F plants were intermediate between the two 
1 
parents for cold tolerance. 
In a study of the hybrid vigor of interspecific Paspalum L. hybrids 
Burton (3) found that the better hybrids yielded over twice as much dry 
matter as the best parent. The hybrids were intermediate between the 
parents for fl6oding and frost tolerance, but exceeded the parents for 
disease, heat, and drought resistance. 
Bridge (2), reporting on interspecific crosses of Bothriochloa 
O. Kuntze, found that heterosis was expressed more frequently for plant 
height, height of leaves, crown width, green weight and dry weight in 
· all crosses relative to the mid-parent value. The hybrids were inter-
mediate between the two parents for winterhardiness. Harlan (11) re-
ported that natural introgression between Bothriochloa species may have 
occurred in nature. Bridge used this fact of 11 bui lt-in heterosis 11 of 
some parents as the reason F'f individuals of these introgressed parents 
6 
did not exhibit hybrid vigor. 
Chheda and Harlan (8) reported intergeneric hybrids between. 
Bothriochloa intermedia (R. Bre) A Camus, and Dichanthium fecundum 
s. T. Bleake, which were generally healthy and vigorous. Some of the 
hybrids were completely sterile, others set a few seeds, while one 
hybrid produced abundant seeds when left to open pollinate in the field. 
On self pollination the hybrids were either completely sterile or set 
an extremely small number of seedso 
Crowder (9) reported that interspecific and intergeneric progeny 
of the genera Festuca and Lo1ium were agronomica11y more desirable than 
the parents. The F1 hybrids were less coarse and the foliage was not 
as harsh as that of the parentse A11 progenies, however, were infertile. 
It can readily be seen from the above literature review that nearly 
all of the inv~stigations on hybrids of the Gramineae have been of a 
cytological nature and have been initiated primarily for two reasons: 
(a) to serve as an adjunct to morphological data in studies of taxonomy 
and phylogeny, and (b) to provide fundamental information for the im-
provement of species by breeding. Most of the investigations have not 
progressed to the advanced stages of heterosis studies. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Ao Origin of Parents and Hybrids~ The parents involved in the 
crosses used in this study were accessions in the world collection of 
Cynodon Lo C. Rich. with one exception: Parent number one was a hybrid 
plant produced the previous yearo The plants were crossed by the hand 
emasculation technique described by Richardson (17). All of the hybrids 
were produced by Mr. Richardson in the fal 1 of 1964, and at the onset 
of this study the plants had not been identified as true hybrids. 
The classification and origin of the parents used in the study are 
presented in Table I. A great deal of variation existed among these 
parents. Cynodon aethiopicus Harlan et de Wet,~ validus var. 
afghanicus Harlan et de W~t, .s_ dactylon var. coursii (A. Camus) de Wet 
et Harlan, C. validus var. validus de Wet et Harlan, and .s_ robustus de 
Wet et Harlan are al I considered to be forage type grasses. The vari-
eties of S,_ dactyl on range from forage to turf types, while C. trans-
vaalensi s is ~trictly a turf type planto 
The hybrids which results from crosses between the parents listed 
in Table I are summarized in Table II. Most of these F11 s were inter-
mediate between the two parents in their morphological characteristics. 
Bo Cultural Methods~ The F1 seeds were individually germinated 
in small pots and transferred to an observation nursery in the spring of 
1965. These hybrids were observed during the summer of 1965 and those 
hybrids which appeared to be especially vigorous were noted. All 




ORIGIN AND CLASSIFICATION OF PARENTS USED IN CYNODON 
HETEROSIS STUDY~ STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 1966 
Plant Oklahoma 
No. Accession No. Classification Origin 2n 
103081, X 10129 c. d ac t y 1 on var • dactyl on 1963 Hybrid X114 36 
3 8151 C. va1idus var. afghanicus Afghanistan 18 
4 81?2 C. val idus varo afghanicus Afghanistan 18 
5 9219 ~ dactyl on var. se leuci dus Ethiopia 36 
6 9220 h aethiopicus Ethiopia 36 
7 9943 b dactyl on var. dactyl on Afghanistan 36 
8 9945 c. dactyl on var. seleucidus Turkey 36 
10 9953 .£.:.. dactyl on var. seleucidus Afghanistan 36 
11 9959 c. dactyl on var. seleucidus Yugoslavia 36 
12 10020 C. validus var. ea1ustrius India 18 
13 10021 c. validus var. ealustrius Malagasy 18 
14 10123 c. dactyl on var. coursi i Malagasy 36 
15 10127 c. dactyl on var. c ours ii Malagasy 36 
16 10128 c. dactyl on var. coursii South Africa 36 
18 10140 c. transvaalensis South Africa 18 
19 10143 h dactylon var. dactyl on South Africa 18 
20 10144 ~ dactyl on var. dac ty1 on South Africa 36 
21 JO 151 c. transvaalensis South Africa 18 
22 10153 c. dactyl on var. dactt:1 on South Africa 36 
23 10160 .£:_ d ac t y I on var. dactyl on India 36 
24 10163 h dactyfon var. dactyl on India 36 
9 
TABLE I (continued) 
Plant Oklahoma .. 
Noa Accession No. Classification Origin 2n 
25 10169 C. dactylon var. 
·.·;~ 
dactyl on South Africa 36 
26 10190 c. transvaalensis So1,.1th Africa 18 
27 10192 c. dactyl on var. dactyl on South Africa 36 -.-. 
.28 10194 c. dactyl on var. dactyl on South Africa 36 
30 10202 c. dactyl on var. dactyl on South Africa 3.6 
33 10222c £:_ dactyl on var. 1 axus South Africa 36 
35 10234 Ca robus tus Nigeria 36 
36 10251 b h_ dactyl on var. dactyl on South Africa 36 
41 10287 c. validus var. va 1 id us Rhodesia 18 
42 10306 S,_ dactyl on var. coursi i Malagasy 36 
43 10312 c. validus var. aridus India 18 
44 10323 c. validus varo aridus India 18 
45 10325 c. dactyl on var. coursi'i Malagasy 36 
46 10329 .h dactylon var. dactyl on India 36 
47 10357 c. dactyl on var. l axus South Africa 36 
48 10429 S,_ dactyl on var. coursi i Malagasy 36 
49 10480 c. robust us Kenya 36 
50 11125 .h dactyl on var. dactyl on Pakistan 36 
;',lQJ08 c. dactyl on var. dactyl on India J6 
10 
TABLE II 
HYBRIDS INCLUDED IN CYNODON HETEROSIS 
STUDY, STILLWATER., OKLAHOMA, 1966 
Progeny of Plant Cross ·progeny of Plant Cross 
Plant Parent Plant Parent 
No. Female Male No. Female Male 
51 14 X 22 92 08 X 15 
53 14 X 41 93 08 X 15 
54 14 X 49 94 08 X 48 
55 15 X 20 95 08 X 45 
57 15 X 20 96 08 X 45 
58 15 X 01 98 08 X 28 
59 16 X 24 100 10 X 22 
60 16 X 35 101 10 X 45 
61 12 X 41 102 11 X 46 
62 13 X 04 103 11 X 46 
63 13 X 04 104 11 X 05 
65 24 X 35 105 11 X 07 
66 24 X 35 106 50 X 23 
67 25 X 07 107 50 X 23 
68 36 X 22 108 50 X 27 
71 41 X 06 109 50 X 27 
72 41 X 22 110 50 X 30 
75 42 X 05 112 18 X 16 
76 42 X 35 113 26 X 16 
77 43 X 24 114 19 X 16 
78 43 X 41 11.5 19 X 24 
79 43 X 41 116 21 X 41 
81 44 X 16 117 28 X 03 
84 47 X 48 118 28 X 08 
91 07 X 03 122 33 X 05 
) ,,.':]·. 
11 
of them were known not to be winter-hardy. 
The 50 vigorous hybrids and their parents were planted in the field 
in the spring of 1966 at the Agronomy Research Sta ti on, Sti I I water, 
Oklahoma, on a Bethany silt loam soil. The plants were spaced on two.-
meter ... square centers and planted in a randomized complete block design 
with six blocks. 
The plots were fertilized on June 10 with ammonium nitrate at the 
rate of 60 pounds of actual nitrogen per acre •. Supplemental irrigation 
was applied when necessary throughout the growing season to keep growing 
conditions near optimum. 
C. Data Collection: Data were collected at plant maturity on an 
individual plant basis for: plant radius, plant height at center of the 
plot, plant height at the maximum, distance from center of the plot to 
the maximum plant height, green weight, dry weight, internode length, 
and percent moisture. Plant radius, plant height at center of the plot, 
pl ant height at the maximum, and the di stance from the center of the 
plot to the maximum plant height were measured in centimeters. 
Green weight was obtained by clipping a four-square-foot area to ., 
the soil surface at the center of each plant and weighing the plant 
material in grams. This material was air dried in a drying room for 
two weeks and a dry weight and percent moisture obtained from this. 
Internode length was the average internode length of the fifth 
internode from the tip of the stolon for five different stolons on each 
plant and was recorded in millimeters. 
D. Analysis of Data:· Each F hybrid mean was tested against its 
- I 
high parent.mean fo~ each response variable by the formula: 
12 
t -.,______ -
/E~: +E~: ~ , since n1 = n2 = 6. 
In the ab9ve equation: 
F = average of·n observations for the hybrid; 1 1 
p = average of n observations for ttie high parent; H 2 
EMS= error mean square obtained in the analysis of variance. 
The probability level for the calculated t value was found from 
11 student 1 s t'' distribution as given by Steel and Torrie (21). 
In like manner, the F hybrid was tested against the mid-parent 
1 
value by the formula: 
2F\ - (PH + PL) 2i=1 -· (PH + PL) 
t = = since nl = n = n3 = 
4EMS +EMS+ EMS v EMS 2 - ---:"' -nl n n3 2 
In the above equation:-
F = average of n observations for the hybrid; 
1 1 
PH = average of n2 observations for the high parent; 
p = average of n3 observations for the low parent; L 
6. 
EMS = error mean square obtained in the analysis of variance. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The coefficients of variation for each variable in the study are 
presented in Appendix Table III. The deviation and percent heterosis 
of hybrid plants from their high parent and mid-parent mean values and 
the probability levels for significance are presented in Appendix Tables 
IV through XI for each of the eight variables respectively. 
The average percent heterosis of all F hybrids for each variable 
1 
is presented in Appendix Table XIV~ The average perc•nt heterosis of 
the interspecific, intervarietal, and intravarietal crosses are pre-
sented in Appendix Table XV. 
Results 
Plant Radius: The radius of each of the hybrid plants and both 
parents are presented in Appendix Tab le IV. The range of heteros.i s 
above mid-parent was from 96.13% for hybrid number 71 to -5.06% for hy-
brid number 55. Of the 50 hybrids in the study 32 exhibited significant 
positive heterosis (.50-.001 level of probability) for plant radius. 
Three of the hybrids exhibited a negative heterosis from mid-parent. . . . . ·~· . 
The range of the negative heterosis was from -5.06% for hybrid number 
55 to -3.78% for hybrid number 58. The average heterosis for all hy-
brids was 11.77% above high parent and 30.24% above mid-parent (Appendix 
Table XIV). 
When hybrids with a common parent were grouped together (Appendix 
Tables XII and XIII) to determine which parents produced c.onsistently 
13 
14 
good or poor F1 individuals, it was found that parent number 6 produced 
offspringwith 96.13% heterosis above mid-parent, while parent number 
one produced offspring with a -3.78% heter6sis for plant radius. 
Plant Height at Center: The mean value fo~ the hybrid and both 
parents and the deviation and percent heterosis from both high and mid-
parent values are presented in Appendix Table V for plant height at the 
center. The range of heterosis from mid-parent was from -27.48% for 
hybrid 59 to 84.49% for hybrid number 75. A significant percent heter-
osis above mid-parent value was exhibited in half of the F hybrids. A 
1 
negative heterosi s was found in eight of the 50 F 1 pl ants. The average 
heterosis of all F1 plants for plant height at center was 4.98% above 
high parent and 23.41% above mid-parent (Appendix Table XIV.) 
Plant Height at Maximum: The range of heterosis above mid-parent 
for plant height at maximum extended from -13.52% for hybrid 77 to 
71.42% for hybrid number 102 (Appendix Table VI). Of the 50 hybrids, 
38 exhibited a significant heterosis from mid-parent value. Only two 
plants showed a negative heterosis from mid-parent values. The average 
heterosis for all hybrids was 7.47% above high parent and 27.82% above 
mid-parent (Appendix Table XIV). 
Parent plant number 46 produced hybrids which showed 78.93% heter-
osis above mid-parent, while paren~ 47 produced F1 plants .which ex-
hibited -8.54% heterosis for plant height at maximum (Appendix Table 
XIII). Parent number 47 was the only parent which produced offspring 
in which the average percent heterosis was a negative value. 
Distance from Center to Maxi mum Height: The range of percent 
heterosis above mid-parent value extended from -56.59% for hybrid num-
. . . 
84 ~p 3~2.80% for hybrid number 115 (Appendix Table VII). The average 
15 
heterosis for all hybrids for the distance from the center to the maxi-
mum height was 30. 10% above high parent and 76.38% above mid-parent. 
Green Weight: The deviation and percent heterosis of the hybrid 
plants from the high parent and mid-parent mean values and the proba-
bility levels for significance for the green weight yield of the plants 
are presented in Appendix Table VIII. The range of heterosis went from 
-41.98% for hybrid number 76 to 212.67% for hybrid number 112. Seven-
teen of the F1 plants failed to show a significant amount of heterosis 
and only five exhibited a negative heterosis. The only hybrid which 
showed a large negative heterosis was number 76 with a -41.98%. The 
other four hybrids which showed a negative heterosis ranged from -4.41% 
to -3.73%. The average percent for all hybrids for green weight yield 
was 24. 11% above high parent and 45.86% above mid-parent (Appendix 
Table XIV). 
Parent number 18 produced F 1 s which showed 212.67% heterosis . 1 
while parent 35 produced F1•s which exhibited a negative percent heter-
osis of 2.43% (Appendix Table XIII). This was the only parent which 
produced F 1 s with a negative percent heterosis. 
1 
Dry Weight: Only 14 hybrid plants failed to show a significant 
amount of heterosis for dry weight yield when measured from the mid-
parent value (Appendix Table IX). Of the 14 which did not show a signif-
icant increase only two showed a decrease. In the dry weight yield, as 
in the green weight yield, hybrid 76 showed a relatively large decrease 
over the mid-parent value. The range of heterosis above mid-parent was 
from -38. 17% for hybrid 76 to 224.76% for hybrid 112. The average het-
erosis was 30.63% above hig parent and 53.35% above mid-parent 
(Appendix Tabl~ XIV). 
16 
At 1 paren.ts produced hybrids which averaged a positive percent het-
erosis above mid-parent (Appendix Table XIII). Parents number 13 and 4 
produced F 1 s which exhibited only 5o25% heterosis, whi)e parent number 
1 . . . 
18 produced F •s which averaged 224076% heterosis. 
1 
Internode Lengths The deviations and percent heterosis for inter-
node length is presented in Appendix Table X. Very little significant 
heterosis was found for this plant characteristic. Only seven of the 
hybrid plants exhibited.a significant heterosis for internode length 
and the probability levels of those seven ranged from the .30-.50 1eve1. 
Heterosis was difficult to detect in this characteristic due to the 
large amount of variation within the same plants in different replica-
tions. The range of heterosis above mid-parent was from -27.00% for 
plant 59 to 137.93% for plant 102. The average heterosis for all hy-
brids was 4.99% above high parent and 30.25% above mid-parent (Appendix 
Table XIV). 
Parent number one produced F1 individuals which averaged -3.41% 
heterosis, while parent number 46 produced F1 us which averaged 86. 16% 
heterosi s. 
Percent Moisture: Percent moisture would hav~ been the easiest of 
al 1 variables studied in which to detect heterosis because of the smal 1 
coefficient of variation. As can be seen from Appendix Table XI almost 
no significant heterosis was found. Only two plants exhibited a signif-
ic~nt heterosis and those were ~t the .30 and .40 levels of probability. 
Thirty-three of the hybrids showed a negative heterosis with a range of 
all hybrids from -28.75% for hybrid 78 to 12.57% for hybrid 95. The 
average heterosis of all hybrids was -6.68% measured from the high par-
ent and -3.63% measured from the mid-parent value (Appendix Table XIV). 
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The percent heterosis va1ues of a11 hybrids for a11 eight variab1es 
in the study were averaged to give the amount of heterosis in the over-
a11 study. The tota1 percent heterosis from high parent was 13.42% and 
from mid-parent was 35.46% (Appendix Tab1e XIV). 
The hybrids were grouped into crosses based on the degree of genet;,. 
ic diversity and the amount of heterosis for each of the three groups 
is tabulated for each and all variables from both the mid-parent and 
high parent values in Appendix Table XV. The hybrids which were the 
result of interspecific crosses exhibited 4.10% heterosis from high 
parent values, while the intervarietal and intravarietal showed 17.52% 
and 24.88% heterosis respectively. 
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Discussion 
Heterosis as used in this study is defined as (I) a significant 
increase in the hybrid population over the mid-parent and (2) a signifi-
cant increase over the best parent, for the character under considera-
tion. Heterosis would seem to be of little practical value unless the 
hybrid was significantly better than the best parent at least for some 
desirable character. 
The coefficients of variation (Appendix Table III) were high for 
each variable except percent moisture. In two of the variables (distance 
from the center of the plot to the maximum plant height and internode 
length) the coefficient of variation was entirely out of proportion • 
. The distance from the center of the plot to the maximum plant height 
was not a good character to measure and probably should not have been 
included in this study. In some replications the maximum height of a 
pl ant was near the peri.phery of the pl ant; therefore, the di stance fran 
the center to maximum height wo~ld be nearly as large as the radius, 
while in the next replication this same plant might have its maximum 
height at the center; therefore, this value would be zero. One can 
readily see this great amount of variability reflected in a coefficient 
of variation of 67.2-z'/r,. In essence, this variable served only to dis-
tort the averages of the other variables. This character was included 
in this study so that the plant radius, plant height at the center, 
plant height at maximum, and distance from center to maximum height 
could be combined to give a profile of plant growth. 
Internode length was thought to be a very constant characteristic 
of a plant prior to this study; however, a coefficient of variation of 
71.77 casts some doubt on this. The author has no explanation for this, 
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but did notice during data collection that int.ernode length seemed to 
vary widely, and much more so in the hybrids than in the parent plants. 
The other coefficients of variation ranged between 20 and 30, which 
is still high even for biological material. The large degree of varia-
tion in this study as expressed by the coefficients of variation is be-
lieved to be due more to the plant conditions at the time of data 
co11ecti on than to measurement technique. Because measurements were 
made on 1 y a.t the end of the growing season and the p 1 ants were s.paced 
only two meters apart, many plants were overrun and choked by more vig-
orous adjacent plants. This also made data collection extremely diff. 
cult. For these rea$ons the author feels that measurements should have 
been made earlier in the growing season or the plants should have been 
spaced farther apart. 
The overall effect of this great amount of variability within the 
same plants in different replications is it becomes extremely difficult 
to detect significant differences. This is to say, that an unusually 
1 arge difference between the F mean and the parenta.1 mean must exist 
1 
in any variable before significance can be declared at the levels of 
probability normally used. 
Significant heterosis was obtained in all characters measured .with 
the exception of percent moisture. The hybrids were, almost without 
exception, exceeded by their parents in percent moisture. This char-
acter was included in this stud.y as an indicator of forage palatability. 
If it is true that as moisture decreases in a plant the palatability de-
creases, then one might conclude that the hybrid plants would be less 
palatable than the parent plants. The most striking example of the nega-
tive heterosis for percent moisture was hybrid 61, which contained 
only 46.04% moisture while its parents, 12 X 21, contained 62.51% and 
57.30% moisture respectively. 
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Heterosis was obtained for yield of plant material more than any 
other character included in this study, with the exception of the dis-
tance from the center of the plot to the maximum plant height, which is 
of questionable value. The average heterosis for dry weight yield was 
53.35% as measured above the mid-parent value. Hybrid number 112, which 
res.ulted fran a cross between ,S_ transvac:ilensis as the female parent and 
,S_ dactyl on var. coursi i as the male parent, exhi.bi ted 224. 76% heterosi s 
for dry matter production. 
Due to the fact that this study does not constitute a diallel cross 
and the parents were not selected at random it is not possible to draw 
inferences about the whole population of Cynodon. The only inferences 
which can be drawn from this study can only include those hybrids and 
parents studied. With the above statements in mind one can conclude 
that in this study and under these conditions hybrid number 102 was 
probably the best individual plant over all characters. In the same 
light, parent 46, which is a f..:. dactylon var. dactylon and the male 
parent of hybrid 102, was probably the best parent; however, it was 
used in o~ly one cross. The number of crosses in which each parent was 
used is presented in Appendix Tables XII and XIII. 
In this study, as the genetic diversity increased, the percent 
heterosis decreased. One might hypothesize that genetic diversity could 
decrease to the point that heterosis would no longer be exhibited and 
inbreeding depression might be observed, but this study does not present 
the data necessary to prove or disprove this hypothesis. This decreased 
genetic diversity increased heterosis phenomenon agr~es closely with 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Fifty F1 Cynodon hybrids and their parents were planted in the 
spring of 1966 and heterosis was measured on the following eight char-
acters: (1) plant radius, (2) plant height at the center, (3) plant 
height at the maximum, (4) distance from the center to maximum height, 
(5) green weight, (6) dry weight, (7) internode length, and (8) percent 
moisture. 
Heterosis as measured above both the high parent and mid-parent 
value was exhibited for all characters measured, with the exception of 
,percent moisture. The hybrids were exceeded by their parents in percent 
moisture in nearly every cross. 
The evidence presented indicates that hybrid vigor is expressed 
for yield of plant material, plant radius, and plant height in all 
crosses relative to the mid-parent. It appears that green and dry 
weight yield will give more consistent increases over the high parent 
as a result of hybridization, since these characters exhibited a hybrid 
mean greater than the high parent mean for a 11 crosses more frequent ·1 y 
than any other character. 
This study indicates that internode length and the distance from 
the center of the plot to the maximum plant height were not good char-
acters to measure in this study. The 1 arge amount of variation be-
tween the same plants in different repiications limited the usefulness 
of these characters. 
The fact that this study did not constitute a dial1e1 cross, and 
22 
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that parents were not selected at random, limits the inferences which 
can be drawn from these data. It can be concluded, however, from the 
data presented that with the parents used in this study, and under the 
conditions which existed, that as the genetic divergence increased, the 
percent heterosis decreased, and conversely, as the genetic divergence 
decreased, the percent heterosis increased. 
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TABLE I II 
COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION 1 FOR EACH VARIABLE OF CYNODON 
HETEROSIS STUDY, STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 1966 
Variable C. V. 
1 • Plant Radius 25.52 
2. ·Plant Height at Center 29.29 
3 •. Plant Height at Maximum 20.86 
4. Distance from Center to Maximum Height 67.22 
5. Green Weight 31.65 
6. Dry Weight 29.36 
1. Internode Length 71. 77 
8. Percent Moisture 9.55 
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·.TAB.LE V 
mzmoi A11D fBRCSll'l HmROSil!1 OF ~ .GUil PWITS. J'ROII HJDB PARm AIID Nll).PAIIBlf 
· IIEAII VALUBS AIU) PROBABILI IBVW FOR SIGND'ICAIIC&: FOR IISIGlrl A't 
PUIIT _CSIITER (V4RIAIIIE 2)2, STILLWATSR, OIWIDIIA, · 1966 . 
High Prob. low 
lll4 ' . 
.,,.. .J 
.. . _lf;brid .. --~ · l,8wl ,-.nt· l8vel 
Plant l!pn. ,:n. ·, Fercent. tor ·•an ~ F9l'Ollnt tor Croisa lldiibitr · '1 ii - Pu llllterosia -~. PL .'1;. )ii: . Jilte20B1• S1in, 
.. 
Vld2 .51 .. )1.67 2.5.17 6..50 25.132. .,o 21.8:, 23 • .50 8.17 ~76 .so 
l'atl+l .53 · 43,00 ,a.so .4~.50 ll.68 .so 2.5.17 )1,84 ll.16 ,s.os .• ,o .· 
lledl9 .54 62.so 118.83 1:,.67• 27.99 ~02 (ZS.17 ,1.00 25.so • 68,91 .02 
l.5x20 ss 46~:,:,· )4,(q -'--,--.l).66• :,9.lj() .02 21.:,:, 28.00. · 2Q.,, .• . 72.60 : .os C 
l.5x20 S1 · 26,(q )4,6? '-8.00 -23,07 2!,.)) 28.oo -1,3' -4,15 
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4lx06 ?l .50;67 . 47.SO 3.17 6.67 38 • .,50 4),00 7.67 l?~Bj ,so 
4lx21 ·· n 29~3' ,a.so . -9,17 · -2).81 U,67 2.5,09 4.24 16.89 
42xOS ?.5 43.67 .. 28,).7 15 • .50•• .5.5.02·· .01 19.17 23.67 20.00 • 84,"9 .os 
42x3.5 76 32.:,:, "9.so -17.17 -34,6e 19,17 )4,)4 ;.2.01 -S,65 
ll-)x24 77 28 • .50 . 11-5,00 · -16.-.50 •)6,66 28.00 '6,SO · -8.oo -21.91. 
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TABLE VI 
DEVIATION AND PERCENT IIETERO$IS1 OF 1"1 ~ PWTS FROtl HIGH PARENT 4MD MID-PARENT 
MEAll VALUES AND PROBABILITI IE:LS ITOR SIGNIFICANCE FOR PW1' IIEIGIIT AT MAXIMII.M 
(VARIABIE 3) , STILLWATER, OK.LAH~, 1966 · . 
111gb Prob. low Prob. 
l\ybrid Parent Level Parent Mid Level 
·Plant Mean Mean l'era .. iit tor Mean Parent l'eroent tor 
·eroas 1'111Dber 11 PH Fl• PH He taro sis Sign. jiL j,jp Fl. HP Hetarosis Sign. 
1~2 Sl 4S.83 39,17 6.so 17,00 ,20 22,67 30,92 14,91 48,22 ,10 
14x41 SJ. S4.JJ S6.6J -2.so -4.39 39.17 48,oo 6.33 iJ,18 ,SO 
14:x49 S4 72,17 62,17 10.00 16,08 ,10 39,l? 50,67 21,50" 42,43 .02 
1Sx20 ss 39,3) 41,17 -1.84 -4,46 29.17 35,17 4,16 11,82 
1Sx20 57 41,33 41,17 0,16 0,36 29.17 .· 35,17 6.16 17,51 .so 
lSXOl SB 42.17 41,17 1.00 2,42 35,67 38,42 6,50 16,22 ,SO 
l6x24 59 46,00 Sl,6? -s .• 61 -10.97 31.33 41,SO 4,.50 10,84 
l6xJS 60 S6,17 · s5.83 2,34 4,19 51,67 SJ,75 4,42 6.22 
12x4l . 61 53,00 S6,63 -J.8J -6,73 JJ,67 · 4:S,2S . 7,75 17.12 ,40 
1Jx04 62 60,17 Si,83 6,34 16,09 ,20 . 31,67 41.7.5 18.42* 44,11 ·.os 
l.Jx04 63 .57,17 Sl,63 5,34 10.30 Jl,67 41,7.5 15;42 36,93 ,10 
24xJS 65 .55,17 .55,63 -o,66 -1,16 Jl.JJ 4J,S8 11,59 26 • .59 .20 
24xJ5 66 52,JJ ss.63 •),SO -6,26 31.33 4J,S6 6,75 20.07 ,40 
25~ fl/ . 39.17 · 37,00 2,17 S,66 28,33 )2,67 6,SO 19,69 ,SO 
J6x22 68 29;50 29.63 -0.33 -1.10 22,67 26,25 3,25 12,36 
4lx06 71 69,63 S6~6J 13,00" 22,67 ,02 54,6J SS,63 14,00 2.5,07 .20 
. 4lx2l ?2 . J8,3J S6,8J -16,.50 ·32,SS ·12,00 34,42 3,91 11~35 
42xOS 15 so.so 32,17 18,,, •• S6,97 ,001 29,00 30,S9 19,91• 6S,06 ,OS 
42xJS 76 SS,67 SS,63 -0,16 , -0,26· 29,00 42,42 1),25 Jl,2) ,20 
4Jx24 7.7 3.5,6'1 51,17 -is.so · -30,29 Jl,33 41,25 •S,56 -13,52 
4Jx41 ?6 6.5,67 56,8) 6,84 15.55 ,10 51,17 S4,00 11,67 21,61 .20 
4Jx41 79 68,SO .56,6) 11.6?• 20,53 ,OS 51,1? 54,00 14,50 26,65 ,20 
44x16 61 47,17 Sl,67 -4,SO -8,?0 38,JJ 45.00 2,71 4,62 
47x48 64 47,)J S4,6J -7,50 -lJ,67 48,67 51,7.5 -4,42 -6,54 
O?xOJ. 91 41,00 4),17 ~2.17 •5,02 26,JJ 35,75 5,25 14,66 
08xl5 9,! 60,SO 42,83 17,67•• 41,25 ,001 41,17 42,00 16,50* 44.04 ,OS 
06x1S 93 61,SO 42,8J 18,67** 4J,S9 ,001 41,1? 42,00 19.so• 46.'42 ,OS 
08x48 94 S7,SO S4,6J 2,(// 4,86 42,6J 48,63 8.67 .17,7S ,IIO 
08x4S 95 46,3) 42,6) J,SO 8,17 ,SO 40,17 41,SO 4.60 11.ss 
08x45 96 ss.so 42,63 12,67° 29,SB ,02 40,17 41,SO 14,00 33,73 .20 
08x26 96 42,00 42,63 -0,83 •l,93 31,17 37,00 S,00 lJ,Sl 
10x22 100 33,BJ 42,67. -6,a4. -20.71 22,(// 32,67 1.16 3,S5 
lOx4S 101 48,67 42.S7 6,00 111,06 ,JO 40,17 41,42 7,25 17,SO .so 
llx46. 102 s1.oo . 40,:!.7 16,8J** 41,89 ,01 26,JJ 3J,2S 23,75•• 71,42 ,01 
llx46 10) S6.67 40;17 16,50•• 41,07 .01 26,3:.i · J),25 23,42 .. 70,4J ,01 
illlOS 104 51,JJ 40,17 ll,16* 27,78 ,OS 32.17 )6,17 15,16 41,91 .10 
llxO? 105 45,83 40,17 5,66 14,09 ,JO 28,)J J4.25 11.58 JJ.81 .20 
S0x2J 10.6 J9,8J 28,00 11.03• .42.25 ;05 21,00 24.50 15.J:3 62 • .57 ,10 
50x2J 107 J4,17 28,00 6,17 22.0J ,:,o 21.00 24,50 9.67 39,46 .JO 
SOx2? 108 44,17 :,s;03 8,J4 2),27 ,10. 21,00 28,42 lS,75 55,41 ,10 
SOx27 109 39,50 )S,8J J,6? 10,24 ,SO 21,00 26,42 11.oa J8,96 ,JO 
.50x)O 110 34,8) 26,00 8,83 J'.3.96 ,10 21,00 2J,.50 ll,33 48,21 ,JO 
16x16 112 38,)) .51,67 -1),34 ~25,81 11,33 31,.50 6.8) 21,68 ,.50 
26x16 11) 42,00 .51,67 •9,67 -18,71 14,67 JJ,17 8,63 26.62 ,40 
19xl6 114 42,17 .51,67 ·9,SO -18,)8 13,33 J2,.50 9,67 29,75 ,JO 
19x24 11.5 29,SO 31,3) -1.8) -5,84 13,33 22,33 7,17 32,10 ,.50 
2lx41 116 44,17 · 56,BJ -12.66 -22,27 12,00 34,42 9,7.5 28,)2 ,JO 
28x0J 11? 48,50 4J,17 5,JJ 12,34 · ,40 Jl,17 37,17 11.33 30,48 ,JO 
28x08 118 43,50 42,83 0,67 1.56 Jl,17 37,00 6.so 17,.56 .so 
J:,X05 122 48.00 42.67 5,JJ 12.49 .40 J2.17 J?,42 10.58 28.27 ,Jo 
· lPercent Heterosis from High Parent • ;\f Pa x 100 
H 
Percent lleiterosb tram Mid-Parent c Fifi, MP x 100 
21'.easurements 1n aent~ters 
• significant at ,OS l,,vel ot probability 
•• significant at· ,01 level or probability 
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TABLE VII 
DEVIATION AND PERCENT IIETEROSIS1 OF Fi ~ PLANTS FROM HIGH PARENT AND MID-PARENT 
. MEAN VAWES AND PROHABILl'rY LEVELS FOR SIGNIFICANCE FOR DISTANCE FROM 
CENTER TO MAXIMUM HEIGHT (VARli.Bl,&i; 4)2, STII.LwATER, OKUl!O!!ii., 1966 
High Prob; Low Prob, 
l{ybrid Parent Level Parent Mid Level 
Plant Mean Haan Percent tor Haan Parent Percent tor 
Cross Number '1 
p: F1 - Pa lleteroais Sign, PL 11P i'1 - Mi> lleterosia Sign, H 
l4x22 51 67,00 66,JJ 0,67 1,01 25,67 46,00 21,00· 45,65 
l4x41 SJ 112.17 135,17 -23.00 -17.0l 66.JJ 100,75 u.42 ll.JJ 
14x49 54 Bl.BJ u7.50 -35,67 -JO.JS 66.)'..l 91,92 -10,09 -10.9'7 
15x20 55 JJ,JJ 31.00 2.JJ 7,51 17.67 24,34 8,99 J6,9J 
15x20 57 71,67 Jl.00 40.67 lJl.19 .10 17,67 24,J4 47,JJ 194,4.5 .JO 
l5x0l 56 62,67 52.17 10.50 20.12 31.00 · .. 41.59 21.08 50,68 
16x24 59 ??.BJ 49.BJ 28.oo 56.19 .JO 21.67 35,75 42,08 ll7,70 ,JO 
16x35 60 121,00 64,JJ 56,67••- BE..09 ,01 49,BJ 57,08 6J,92 lll,98 ,10 
12x41 61 '71,00 135,17 -64,17 -47,47 28,67 81~92 . -10.92 -13,JJ 
1Jx04 . 62 85,17 J?,50 4?,6?• 127,12 ,05 ?:l,6? . J2;59 52,58 161,JJ ,20 
1Jx04 6J 87,00 37,50 49,50• 13.2,00 ,05 2?,67 J2,59 54,91 166,95 ,20 
24xJ5 65 ?5,00 64,JJ 10,6? 16,58 21,67 4J,OO 32,00 74,41 ,50 
24xJ5 66 85,BJ 64.J3 21,50 JJ,42 ,40 21,6? 4J,OO 42,4J 99,60 ,JO 
25x07 67 54,33 . 60,50 -26,17 -J2.50 28,00 54,25 0,08 0,14 
J6x22 68 68,6? 46,83 21,84 46.6J ,40 25,6? 36,25 32,42 89,4J ,40 
4lxo6 ?l 221,BJ 135,17 86,66•• 64.u ,001 46,17 90,6? .lJl,16 .. 144,65 ,001 
4lx21 72 9'7,33 135,17 -J?,84 -?:l,99 3,00 69,09 28,24 40,87 ,50 
42x05 ?5 32,50 54,50 -22,00 . -40,3? B,BJ Jl,67 O,BJ 2,62 
42xJ5 76 92,.33 64,J3 28,00 4J,52 ,JO 54,50 59,42 32,91 55,JB ,40 
4Jx24 77 47,17 22.BJ 24,34 106,61 ,JO 21,67 22.25 24;92 . 112.00 
4Jx41 78 109,BJ 135,17 -25,J4 -18.74 22,BJ 78,95 J0,88 39,ll .so 
4Jx41 79 Bl.BJ 135,17 -5J,J4 -39,46 22,83 78.95 2,66 J,64 
44xl6 Bl 56,17 49,83 6,J4 12.?2 13,BJ Jl,BJ 24.J4 76,46 
47x48 84 27,17 70.00 -42,BJ -61,18 55,17 62.59 -35,42 -56.59 
07xOJ 91 32,50 67,JJ -J4.BJ -51,73 28.oo 47.67 -15,17 -Jl,82 
08xl5 92 94,17 44.JJ 49,84• · ll2,42. ,05 Jl,00 37,67 56,50 149,98 .20 
08xl5 93 75,JJ 44,JJ Jl,00 69,93 ,20 Jl,00 37,67 37,66 99, 97 ,40 
08x48 94 3J,6J 70,00 -J6,17 -51,67 44.JJ 57.17 -2J.J4 -40,82 
08x45 95 ?5,17 ?J,50 1 •. 67 2,?:l 44,33 58,92 16.25 27,57 
08x45 96 68,BJ 73.50 -4.67 -6,JS 44,JJ ss.92 9.91 16.Bl 
08x28 98 65,33 44.JJ 21.00 47.37 ,40 28,00 J6.17 29,16 B0.61 ,50 
10x22 100 19,67 35,00 -15,JJ -4J,80 25.67 JO,J4 -10,67 35,16 
· 1ox45 101 59,50 73,50 -14,00 -19,04 35.00 54.25 5,25 9,67 
llx46 102 94,BJ 26,JJ 68,50 •• 260,15 .01 25.50 2.5.92 58,91 26.5.e.5 ,10 
Ux46 lOJ. 59.17 26,JJ J2,B4 124,72 ,20 2.5,50 25,92 ·JJ,25 128.27 ,40 
llx05 104 12,67 26,JJ -lJ,66 -51,87 8,83 17,58 -4,91 -27,92 
llx07 105 53,67 28,00 · 25,67 91,67 ,JO 26,JJ 27,17 26,50 97.53 ,50 
.50x2J lo6 42,17 40,50 1,67 4.12 15.67 28,09 14,08 50.12 
50x2J 107 47.33 40,50 6,BJ 16,86 15.67 28.09 19.24 68.49 
50x27 108 29,50 37.50 •B,00 -21,33 15,67 26.59 2.91 10.94 
50x27 109 70,17 37.50 32,67 87,12 ,20 15.67 26,59 4J,5B 16).89 .JO 
50xJO uo 66,oo JB,00 28.oo 7),68 ,JO 15,67 26.84 39,16 145,90 ,40 
l8xl6 112 25,JJ 49,BJ -24.50 -49,16 . o.oo 24,92 0,41 1,64 
26xl6 UJ 90,l? 49.83 40,)4 82,59 ,10 7,17 28,50 61,67 216,JB ,20 
19x16 U4 78,l? 49,BJ 28,34 56,67 ,20 0,00 24,92 53,25 21),68 .20 
19x24 us 48,00 21.67 26,JJ 121,50 ,.JO 0;00 10,84 37,16 342,80 .40 
21x41 U6 101,BJ 135,l? -JJ,J4 -24,66 J,00 69,09 32,74 47,JB ,40 
28xOJ ll7 68,oo 67,JJ 0.67 0,99 28,00 47,67 20.33 42,64 
28x08 ll8 7B,J3 114,33 34.00 76,69 ,20 28,00 36.17 42,16 U6.56 ,JO 
J'.aO~ ~2 !1:2,lll !1.2,;LZ !MCI 29:,Ql!: ll,lll 2!MQ 2~,Jl ;LQJ,Jll 
1 i' - P Percent Heterosis tram High Parent = ~ x 100 
. H 
Perc<>nt Heterosis from Mid-Parent = 'i ttJj MP x 100 
2iwasur8111ents in centimeters 
• signii'ioant at • 05 level of probabill ty 
•• significant at .Ol level of probability 
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TABLE VIII 
DEVIATION AND PERCENT HETEROSIS10F F1 £X!'!QQ2!i PLANTS FROM HIGH PARENT AND MIO-PARENT 
MEAN VAWES ANO PROBABILITY IEVEJ..S FOR SIGNIFICANCE FOR GREll:N dEIGKT 
(VARIABlE 5)2, STILLWATER, OKIAIIOMA, 1966 
·High Prob. Low Prob. 
l\vbr1d Parent Leval Parent Mid L.vel 
Pl.ant !lean Mean Percent for Mean Parent Percent for 
Cross Number F1 P"H '1 - PH Heterosi• Sign. PL MP '1 - MP lleteroois Sign. 
l4x22 51 405.00 J65.8J 39,17 10.70 J64.17 365,00 40,oo 10.95 
l4x41 53 560.00 427.83 132.17 J0.89 .20 J64.17 396.00 164,00 41.41 .40. 
14x49 54 674,17 541.67 132,50 24,46 ,20 J64.17 452.92 221.25 48.84 .20. 
l5x20 55 602,50 576,67 25.83 4,47 )91.67 1184.17 :1.18.JJ 24.43 .50 
15x20 57 521.67 576.67 -55.00 -9,53 )91,67 484.17 'J'/.50 7.74 
15x01 58 750.00 576,67 173.33 30.05 .10 570,00 573.34 176.66 J0,81 .JO 
16x24 59 774,17 506,67 267.50•• 52.79 .01 358.)3 432,50 '.)41.67• 10.99 .05 
16xJ5 60 631.67 · 701,66 -69.99 -9.97 )58.JJ 530.00 101.67 19 •. 18 
l2x41 61 fll6.67 427.83 248.84•• 58.16 .01 367.50 397.fll 279.00 70.15 .10 
1Jx04 62 472.50 533 •. :,3 -60,8) -ll.40 448,)J 490,83 -18,33 •3,73 
13x04 63 s11.so 533.33 . -lS.83 -2,96 lf48,33 490,8) 26,67 5,43 
24xJ5 65 517,SO 701.67 -124,17 -17,69 5o6.66 6o4,17 -26,67 -4,41 
24x35 66 710,00 ?Ol,,67 8,JJ 1.18 506.66 6o4.17 105,83 17,.51 
25x07 67 633.33 405.83 227.50• 56.05 ,02 244,17 J2S.OO 308,JJ 94,87 .10 
J6x22 68 Jl2,SO J6S.8J -SJ,JJ -14,S7 2S5,8J Jl0.83 1.67 0,53 
41.x06 71 S08.JJ. 588.JJ -80,00 -lJ,59 427.83 508,08 0,2.5 0,04 
4lx22 72 s11.so 427.83. 89,97 20.95 ,40 J65,8J )96,8) 120,fll J0,40 .so 
42x05 75 550.00 )84,JJ 165,67 4).10 .10 378,JJ )81,JJ 168.67 44.2) ,JO 
42x)5 76 305.00 701.67 -)96,67 -56,53 )84,)3 54).00 ~228.00 -41,98 
4Jx24 11 537,SO 506,fll JO.BJ 6,08 375,BJ 44J.,25 96,25 21,81 
4Jx41 78 )86.(// 427,BJ -41.16 -9,62 375,BJ 401,BJ ".'15,16 -:,.77 
43x41 79 525,BJ 427,83 98,00 22.90 ,JO 375.BJ 401,8) 124,00 J0,85 ,.50 
44'Xl.6 Bl 466,(// 405,00 61.67 15.22 358,)J JBl,67 85;00 22,27 
47x48 84 17S,OO 868 •. JJ '-9),JJ -10.7.5 612.50 740,42 34,58 4.{J/ 
O?xOJ 91 Sl4,l? 4)4,17 so.oo 18.42 .40 244.l? 339.17 175.00 51 • .59 ,JO 
08xl.5 92 768.JJ. 516,(// 191;66* JJ,2) .05 426.67 501,67 266.66 53,l..5 .10 
OBxl.5 9) 700.17 576.(// 12),50 21,41 .20 426.6? SOl,fll 198.SO J9,S6 .3b 
08x48 94 S2J.JJ 612.so -89,l? -14,SS 426,67 Sl9,S9 J,74 0,71 
08x4S 9S 480,!3) 426,(// S4,l6 12,69 2],,5.8) )21,2.5 lS9.SB 49,67 .40 
08x4S 96 309.:..7 426.(// -n1.so •27,SJ 21S.8J. :,21.2.5 -12.08 -J.?6 
. 08x2B 98 672,SO 426,(// 245,BJ .. 57.61 .01 JS7,S0 )92,09 280.41 71,Sl .10 
1Qx22 100 616,67 s29.17 a1.so 16.SJ ,40 J6S.BJ 447,SO 169,17 37,80 .:,o 
l()x4S 101 526,6? S29,17 -2.50 -0,47 2l,,5,BJ 372,SO J..51,1,17 41,JB ,40 
llx46 · 102 .625,BJ 372,SO 2.5),33 .. 68,00 ,01 282,SO 327,SO · 298,JJ 91,09 ,10 
Ux46 lOJ SB0,83 )72,SO 208,33• SS,92 ,OS 282,SO 327,SO 2.5),33 11,.JS ,20 
llxOS 104 S69,l7 J?B,JJ 190,84* S0,44 ,OS 372,SO 375,42 19),75 51,60 ,JO 
llx07 105 S.59,17 'J'/2,50 186,67* 50,l,l ,OS 244.17 J08.J4 2.50,BJ 81,34 .20 
SOx2J lo6 111.so :,70.00 347,so:: 93,91 ,001 282,50 )26.25 391,25 • ll!ll,92 ,02 
SOx23 107 710.17 370,00 Jl+O,l}• 91.93 ,001 202.so 326,2.5 383,92* ll7,6? ,02 
.50x27 108 7SB,JJ 496.67 261.6 52,68 ,01 282,50 JB9 • .59 )68.?4• 94,64 ,05 
.50x27 109 72).JJ 496.67 226.66" 45,63 .02 282,SO J89.S9 JJJ.?4• 85,66 .os 
50xJO llO 666.(// 460,00 2o6,6f 44,92 ,OS 2s2.so J?l,2.5 295,42 19,51 ,10 
18xl6 112 760.BJ 358.JJ 402.50 .. 112.32 .001 128.JJ 24'.}.JJ s11.so•• 212.67 ,01 
26xl6 llJ SB4,17 421,67 162.so JB,SJ .10 J.58,JJ )90,00 194,17 49.78 .JO 
19xl6 ll4 563,33 358,JJ 205.oo• 57.20 ,05 2l,,5.B:i 287.08 276,2.5 96.22 ,10 
19x24 ll..5 56),00 so6.6? 56,JJ ll,ll 21S,8J J6l.2S 201.75 55.84 .,JO 
2lx41 ll6 390.00 427,BJ •J?,BJ -8.84 ll9,l? 27:,.50 U6,SO 42,.59 ,SO 
2Bx0J ll? 490,00 4)4,17 SS,BJ 12,85 357,50 395,84 94,16 2),78 
28x08 ll8 619,l? 426.67 192.50• 45,11 ,OS 357,.50 392.09 227,08 57.91 .20 
JJXO~ µ2 690,:n 472,59 21?.8)* 46.10 ,02 ,za,·n 42$,42 264.91 6?,27 ,29 
1 • f - i Percent Heterosis from High Parent = ~ x 100 
. H 
Percent Heterosis from Mid-Parent =F1 -iiPxlOO 
~ 
211easured as grams par · four square foot area 
• Significant at , OS level of probability 




DEVIATION AND PERCENT lliTEROSlS1 ~F ~ ~ PlANTS FROM HmH PARENT AIID Mm-Pwtlt 
· . · ·HEAN VWliS AND PltOBABILIT LE EI..'3 OR SIGNIFICANCE FOR DIIX Wl!:IOll'l' 
(VARIABLE 6)2, STII.L,/A.'J:"R, OIWlllOMA., .l96!i 
High !'rob, Low Prob, 
~rid Parent Level· Parent Mid Level 
Plant MIiian MIian Percent for Mean Parent Percent for 
Croila Humber "11 l'H '1 - Pu Hl!lterosis. Sign, PL iili r1 - ·jjp •terosia Sign; 
llio<22 51 166,67 144,l:?. 22.so 15.60 lJ),)) 1)8,76 27,91 20.ll 
l4x41· 5) 229.17 152,)) 76,84• so.111~ ,OS lJ),)) 142,8) 86.:,4 60,44 .20 
lliat49 S4. 271,)) 185.oo 86,))* 46,66 ,02 lJ),)) . . 159,17 112,16 · 70,46 ,10 
. lSx20. ss' 229,17. 223.3:, · S,84 2,61 160,00 . 191,67 :,7.50 19,S6 --lSx20 . S7' .· .. 19'1,SO 22:3,)) -25,8) ;.u,s6 160.00 191,67 5,8) ),04 --
1Sx01 SB ·310,8) 242,SO 68,:,:,• 28,17 ,OS 22),)) 2)2,92 77,91· )),44 .20 
l6x24 S9 )lJ,)3. 188,)) 125,00•• 66,)7 ,001 1)1,67 160,00 15),))• 95.8) ,02. 
16x)S 60 247,SO 249,17 -1,67 -o.68 lJl,6? 190,42 57,08 29,9'1 ;40 
12x4l 61 ))0,00 152,)) 177,67•.• ll6,6) ,001 lS0,8) 151,SB 1?&42•• ll?,?0 .01· 
l)x04 62 198,:,:, 211,6? •lJ,)4 -6,)0 185,00 198.)) o.oo 0,00 
l)x04 6) 219,.1? 211.67 ?,SO ),54 185,00 198.)) 20,84 10,.50 
211at:,5 6S 229,1? 249,1? -20.00 ·-8.02 188,)) 218,75 10,42 4,?6 
2llac:,S 66 2?9,17 249,1? :,o.go 12;11:, ,40 188,)). 218,?S '60,42 2?.62 ~40 
. 2Sx01 67 250,8) 176,67 ?4,16• 41.9'1 ,OS 8S,OO 1)0,84 ll9,99• 91,70 .as 
)6x22 . 68 1)4,1? 144,l? -10.00 -6,9) 10),)) 123,?S 10,42 8,42 
4lx06 . 71 200.8) 212,SO •ll,67 •S,49 152,)) 182,42 18,41 10,09 
41x22 ?2 194.l? 152,)) 41,114 2?,46 ,:,0 144.1? 148,25 45,92 :,0.9'1 .so 
42xOS 7S 198,)) 1)8,)) 60.oo 4),)9 .10 106.67 122,SO ?S,80 61,86 ,:,o 
42x)S ?6 uo.oo 249,1? . -1)9,17 ·SS,85 106.6? 1??,92 -67.92 -:,8,l? 
4)x24 ?? 2)),)) 188,)) 4S,OO 2),89 .20 150.00 169,1? 64,16 )?,92 .,o 
4)x41 ?8 1??,SO 152,)) 25,1? 16,52 .so· lS0,00 lSl,1? 26,)) l?,41 
4)x41 ?9 24.5,8) 152,)) 9:,.so••· 61,)? ,Ol 150,00 lSl,1? 94,66 62.61 .20 
4llsl.6 81 160,8) 14?,SO 1,.,, 9,0) 1)1,67 1)9,S9 21,24 15.21 
4?x'l8 84 )4?,SO )48.)) .;.o,8:, -0,2) 215,8) 281,67 65,e:, 2),)? .:,o 
O'lxO) 91 188,)) lSB,)) )O,UO 18,94 .40 8s.oo 121,6? 66.66 S4,?8 .:,o 
08x1S 92 292,8) 22),)) 69.sa• )1.ll'· .os 168,)) 195,8) 9'1,00 49,S) .20 
08xlS 9) 2??,1? 22).)) S),84· 24,10 .20 168,)) 195,8) 81,)4 41,S) .20 
08x48 94 215,8) 215.e:, o.oo 0,00 168.)) 192,08 23,?-S 12,)6 
04lt4S 9S 169,l? 168,)) 0,84 0.49 100.00 1)4.1? :,5,00 26,08 
08x4S 96 lJ2,S0 168,)) •)S,8) -21,28 100.00 1)4,l? •l,6? -1,24 
08x28 98 2?9,1?· 168.)) uo.84•• 6S,84 ,01 147,SO 15?,92 121,25• 76,77 ,OS 
1Dx22 100 2:,2.so 191,67 40,8) 21,)0 .:,o 144,l? 167,92 611,sa )8,4S ,30 
l.0¥lt.5 101 198,)) 191,6? 6;66 ),47 100,00 l4S,84 52,49 )S,99 ,40 
llx46 102 2?0,00 149,1? 120,8)** 81,00 ,001 ll.5,00 1)2,09 lJ?,91* 104,40 ,OS 
llx46 10) 221,6? 149,17 72,.50• 48,60· ,0.5 US,00 1)2,09 89,S8 67,81 ,20 
llxOS 104 218,)) 149,17 69,16• 46,)6 ,OS 1)8,)) 143,?S 74,S8 Sl,88 ,)0 
llx07 lOS 2:,0..e, 149,17 81,66* S4,?4 ·.02 8.5,00 ll?,09 11),?4 9?,l) ,10 
SOx23 106 )1),)) 158,)) ~.oo,• 9?,89 ,001 96,67 12?,SD 18S,8)** 145,74··' ,01 
SOx2) 107 :,0:,,17 158,3) ,84••·' 91,47' ,001 96,6? 12?,.50 l?S,6?** 1)7,78· ,01 
SOx2? 108 279;17 210,00 · 69,17• )2,9) ,OS 96,67 l.5),)4 125,8:,• 82,0S· ,OS 
SOx2? 109 265,8) 210,00 SS,83 26,S8 ,20 96,6? lS),)4 112,49 ?MS . ,10 
.5Dx)0 uo 280,8) 18.5,00 9.5,9:,•• 51,80 ,01 96,6? 141,)4 1)9,49• 98,69' ,02 
. l8x16 ll2 )05,8) 1)1,6? 174.16** 1)2,27 · ,001 S6,6? 94,l? 211,66** 224,?6· · ,001 
26xl6 11) 250.8:, 19).)) S?,SO 29,74 ,10 lJl,67 162,.50 88,)) S4.,S ,20 
19xl6 ll4 210,8) 1)1,67 19,16* 60,ll ,OS 91,SO 114,.59 96,24 8),98 ,20 
19x24 us 254,1? 188,)3 6,5,84 )4,95 ,10 91,SO 142,92 lll,25 ?7,84 ,10 
2lx41 116 180,8) 152,)) 28,SO 18,70 ,SO S6,6? 104,SO 76,)) 73,04 ,:,o 
28x0) ll? 20),)) lSB,)) 4.5,00 28~42 ,20 14?,SO 1.52,92 so.41 )2,96 .40 
2Bx08· 118 2.51,67 168,)) 83,:,4• 49,SO ,02 14?,SO 1.57,92 9),7.5 59,36 ,20 
JJ!!!5 ;i,zz &5!t,511 Jri]1]] &,:LZ 3:1,,!i!I: .:1.g :IJ§,l] i~5,lll 1111,62 5J.!12 12.G 
l . . ..,. - 1' . 
Peroent lletero111 tl'lim High Parent • ~ x 100 
Pe 
Feroent ·11owro11'!' from 111d-Parent 
,. 11P . 
•~xlOO 
2it.'aaurecl ~. ·- per flllll' 1quare foot 111'11 
• a1.gnitic&nt at , OS leYel ot probab1litJ' 
•• s1gnitiaaldl ·at ,01 level ot probab1litJ' 
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TABLE X 
·111Ml!IOII AID> PIRCIIIT HETEROSIS1 OF ~ mfQg PWITS J'IIQK IIIDR P,\11111'1' A11D Kil).PAllili'r 
.111411 YAUID AIID PROBASILrn Lli: FOR SIOIID'ICAIIC& fOR IllrEIIIIODi: UIIGrll 
· . . (VARIABLE 7)2, S'l'ILLWUBR, OIUIICJIA, 1966 
High Prob. low · Prob. 
Hybrid Parent I.awl Parent ltld I.awl 
Plant Hean Kaan. Percent for Kaan ·Parent Percent tor 
Cross J lbaber . '1 'e . 'r:· Pe lleteroeis · Sign. PL 'Rf 
'1 - • 
lleteroeie Sign. 
14:x22 Sl 74.77 60.67 :14.10 23.44 30,30 4S.119 29.28 64.:,6 
l.lls41. S3 81.s3 120,17 : •38.64 · -32.15 60.(// 90.42 •B.89 -9.e3 
l.lls49 S4 .108.20 UB.77 ' .,.10.57 -8,89 -- 60.(// 89.72 lB.118 20.59 
l.Sz20 ss Sl.23 · S7,SO '-6.z, -10.90 .,. 28.00 42.7s B.118 19.e:, 
l.Sx20 S7 /62.60 57.50 5.10 8~86 28.00 42,75 19.BS 46.43 ... 
l.SxOl SB 48.60 57.50 :rB,90 . -15.47 43,1' 50.32 -1.72 -3.41 
l6x24 S9 42.73 74.67 -31.94 -42.77 -- 42.40 SB.54 -]5.81 -21.00 
l.6x3S 60 91.37 l.0'1. 70 -16.:,:, -15.16 74.(// 91.19 o.18 0.19 
l2x4l 61. ·105.(// ·120.17 -14.SO .. 12.06 41.73 B0.95 24.72 30.s, 
. l:,xo4 62 108.33 90.0:, 18,30 20,:,Z · ,SO 42,"Y/ 66.20 42.13 63.64 .40 
13x()4 63 108.(// 90,0:, lB,64 20.70 .so 42,37 ·66.20 42.47 64.lS .4o 
211s:3S 6S 110,17 i0?.70 2,47 2.29 42,40 · 75~05 3s.12 . 46.79 .so 
21fs:35 66 83,17 1117,70 •24,S3 · -22,77 42,40 . 75,0S 8,12 10,81 
2Sxl17 (// 88,20 66.77 21.43 :,2.09 .so se.e3 '62,80 25,40 40,44 
:,6ic22 68 45,17 · :,9.e:, 5,,34 t:,.40 :,o.:,o :,s,117 10,10 28,79 
4b06 71 164.so 120,17 44.:,:, )6.88 .20 104,9:3 112,,55 51,95 46.15· .:,o 
4h22 72 91.47 120.17 -28.70 -2:3,88 :,o.:,o 75.24 16.z:, 21,57 
~OS 15 119.57 48,57 1,00 2,0S 29.9:3 :39.25 10,:,Z 26.29 
42x:3S 76 92,47 1117.70 ... 15.2:, -14,14' 48.57 78,14 14,:,:, 18.:,:, 
4:3x24 77 .S3,B:3 102,40 -4B.S7 -47.4:3 42,40 72,40 -lB.S7 •25,64 
4:,X4l . 78 l:38,0:, 120.17 17.86 14,86. 102,70 lll,29 26.74 24.02 
4:3x41 79 m.s:, 120.17 37,36 :31,08 .• 20 102,40 lll.29 46.24 .41.54 .• 40 
44xl6 81 6s.so 74,61 .9.17 -12.28 41.40 SB,04 7.46 12,BS 
4?x48 . 84 B?,77 100.97 -11.20 -11.09 1s.s:, BS.ZS 1,52 1.72 
117x03 91 57,S? 72.43 -14,86 •20,Sl 66,77 69,60 -12.0:, -17.28 -
08xlS 92 71.87 S7,SO 14.:,'1 24.99 46.4:, 51,97 19,90 38.29 
08xlS 93 68,117 S7,50 10.57 lB.38 46,4:, 51.9'1 16,10 :,0,97 · 
08ll48 94 78,7:3 100.47 •22,24 -22.02· 46.4:, ?:Mo 5.03 6,82 
08x4S 95 8:,,47 ·61.:,6 22,11 :,6.03 .so 46,4:,. s3.90 29.51 54.86 
08x4S 96 10.01 . 61,36 . e.11 14,19 46,4:, 53,90 16.17 ,o.oo 
08x28 98 4S.67 46.4) -0,76 -1.6:, ·27,:,:, :,6,88 8,79 2:,.8:, ~ 
l0x22 100 41.6) 47.4:, -S,80 ·"."12.22 :,o.:,o :,8,87 2,76 7.10 
10x4S 101. 74,97 61,)7 l:,,60 22,16 47,4:3 S4.40 20,57 '7.81 
Ux46 102 98.0:, 119,8:, 48.20 96,72 ,10 32.57 41.20 S6.8:, 137,93 .:,o 
llx46 103 55.31 119,8:3 5,54 11.11 :,2.57 41.20 14,17 :,4.)9 
l.lxOS 104 :,7.00 32,57 4,4:, i:,.60 29,9:3 :31,25 5.75 18.40 
llx07 10,5 46.40 66,77 -20.:,7 -:,0;50 :,2,57 119,ff/ .:,,27 -6,SB 
SDx23 106 44,S:3 • 42,S? 1,96 4,60 :32,87 :37,72 6.81 18,oS 
. SOx2:3 107 · 62.20 42,S7 · 19,63 46,11. ,SO · :32,87 :37,72 24,48 64089 
SOx2'1 108 5:,.1:, )2,87 20.26 61.6:, ,SO 27,:,7 :,0.12 2:3,01 76,:,9 
SOx2'1 109 46,20 :32,87 1:3,:,:, 40,SS .27,37 :,0.12 16,08 s:,.:,a 
sax:,o 110 48,73 :,2.87 15,86 48.25 26,o:, 29.45 19.28 6S,46 
· l8xl6 ll2 . 50,S? 74,(// ,-24.10 •:32,27 20.97 47,82 2,75 5,7S 
i6xJ.6 11:3 80,60 · 74,67 5.9:, 7,94 20,(// 47,82 32,78 • 68,54 ,SO 
19l!l.6 114 69,73 74.6'1 -4.94 -6.61 22.43 . 48,55 21.18 43,62 
19;x24 us Sl,fO 42,40 8,80 20.75 ., 22.4:, :,2.42 lB.78 S7,92· 
2lx41 116 9'1,60 120.17 -22.s1 -18.78 22,03 71,10 26,SO 37.27 · 
28x03 ll7 59,6:, 72.4:, •12,80 . •17,(// 2'1,33 49,88 9,75 19.54 
28x08 . 118 :39.00 46.43 -7,43 -16,00 27,33 :,6.88 2,12 S,74 
JJ!g~ 12& 5!1:1!!!1 ~.11 !!162 i.~ &i1:D l21§J J!,JZ l6116 
1Percent lleterods from .High Parent = !i.,.· Pa x 100 
H 
Peroent Hate.:Osis from Ml.d•Parent = l'j.11P 1iP x 100 
2 .. 
Measuremente in millimeters 
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TABLE XI 
DEVIATION AND PERCENT HETEROSIS1 OF ri ~ PLANTS FROM HIGH PARENT AND KID-P.AREli'l' 
MEAN VALUES. AND PROBABILITY VEIB FOR SIGNIFICANCE FOR PERCENT MOISTURE · 
(VARIABLE 8), STILlJr/ATER, OKLAHOMA, 1966 
High Prob. low Prob.· 
~rid Parent llovel Parent Mid llovel 
Pl.ant lf!an Mean Percent tor Mean Parent Percent tor 
Cross Number Fl J"H '1 -PH lleterosis Sign. PL 1iP i 1 -MP ·Ha.terosis Sign. , 
14x22 51 58.14 62.49 .;4.35 -6.96 59.73 61.11 -2.97. -4.86 
14x41 53 56.42 62.51 -6.09 -9.74 -- 62.49 62.50 -6.08 -9.72 --14x49 54 57.22 64.53 -7.31 -11.32 62.49 63.51 -6.29 .. 9.90 
1Sx20 55 . 60.77 60.12 o,65 1.08 59.)8 . 59.75 .1.02. 1.70 
1Sx20 57 61.31 60.12 1.19 1.97 59.38 59.75 1.56 . 2.61 
15x01 58 55.61 60.12 -4.51 ;.7.50 57.01 58.57 -2.96 ;.5.05 
16x24 59 57.55 60.89 -3-34 -5.48 · 60.73 60.81 -3.26 -5.36 
l.6x'.35 60 60.84 63.62 -2;75 -4.36 60,;?'.3 62.18 -1.34 -2.15 
12x41 61 46.04 62.51 -16.47 -26.)4 57.30 59.91 -1).87 -23.15 
l)x04 62 54.30 58.47 -4.17 -7.l'.3 58.14 58.32 -4.02 -6.89 
l)x04 63 56.10 58.47 -2.37 -4.05 58.14 58.32 -2~22 -3.80 
24x35 65 59.34 63.62 -4.28 -6.72 60.;89 62.26. . -2.92 -4.69 
211oc'.35 66 58.97 63.62 · -4.65 -7.30 60.89 62.26 -3.29 -5.28 
25x07 67 59.82 63.36 -3.54 -s.58 55,49 59.43 0.39 0.65 
3~2 68 56.23 59.73 -3.50 -5.85 57.85 .58.79 .. 2.56 -4.35 ~ ·~ 41x06 71 59.28 62.51 -3.23 -5.16 61.61 62.06 -2.78 -4.47 
.4lx22 72 60.17 62.51 -2.)4 -3-74 59.73 61.12 ,.0.95 -1.55 
42x05 75 62.91 71.10 -8.19 -11.51 60.75 65.93 -3.02 -4.58 
42x)5 76 6j,13 71.10 -7.97 -11.20 63.62 67.36 -4,23 -6.27 
4)x24 77 56.16 6i.18 -5.02 -8.20 60.89 61.04 -4.88 -7.99 
.4)x41 78 ·47.12 71.10 -23.98 -33.72 61.18 66.14 -19.02 -28.75 
4)x41 79 50.98 . 71.10 -20.12 -28.29 61.18 66.14 -15.16 -22.92 
44x16 81 62.97 61.71 1.26 2,04 60,73 61,22 1.75 2.85 
47x48 84 54.32 61.43 ,.7.11 -11.57 59,44 60.44 -6.12 -10.12 
07x03 91 60.08 6).)6 -3.28 -5,17 62,99 63.18 -3.10 -4.90 
08xl5 92 60,61 60.12 o.49 0,81 59.62 59.67 0.74 1.23 
0Bxl5 93 59,67 60.12 -0.45 -0,74 59,/;2 59.E'tl ,-0,20 -0.33 
08x48 94 57.05 61.43 -4.38 -7,13 59.62 60.53 -3.48 -5,74 
08x45 95 63,72 59,62 4.10 6.87 ,30 · 53.57 56.60 7,12 12.57 .30 
08x45 96 57.37 59.62 . -2.25 -3.77 53,57 56,60. 0,77 . 1.36 
08x28 96 55.63 59.62 .. 3.99 -6.69 56.90 58.26 -2.63 -4.51 a 
10x22 100 60,98 61.oa -0.10 -o.16 59.73 60.41 0.57 0.94 
10x45 101 · 60,81 61.08 -0.27 -o.44 53.57 57.33 3.48 6.07 .... 
Ux46 102 57,18 56,84 · -o.66 -1,14 .57.03 .57.44 -0.26 -o.4.s 
11x46 10) 59.27 ,57.64 1,4'.3 2.47 .57,03 .57.44 1.83 3.18 --llxOs 104 60.0I+ 60.7.5 -0.71 -1.16 .57.84 59.30 0,74 1.24 
llxOil 10.5 ,56.18 63.36 -7.18 -11.:n .57.84 60.60 -4,42 .. 7.29 
50x23 106 54.26 64.17 •9,91 -15.44 .57,29 60.73 -6.47 -10.6.5 
.50x23 107 5.5.66 64.17 -B.51 -13.26 .57.29 60.73 .. .5.07 -B.34 
.50x27 108 62.66 64.17 -1 • .51 -2.3.5 56.41 60.29 2.37 3.93 --50x27 109 61.84 64.17 -2.33 .. 3.63 ,56,41 60.29 1 • .55 2.57 
50x'.30 110 57.39 64.17 -6.78 -10,56 60.oo 62.08 -4.69 -7,55 
18xl6 112 60.55 60.7) .. o.18 -0.29 53.60 .57.17 ).)B 5.91 
26x16 11'.3 56.36 60.73 -4.3? -7.19 53,70 .57.17 -o.81 -1,41 
19xl6 114 61.15 60.73 o.42 o •. 69 51,.51 56.12 5,03 8,96 .40 
19x24 11.5 54.48 60.BSJ -6.41 -10.52 51.51 · 56.20 -1.72 -).06 
2lx41 116 ,51.44 62.51 ·-11.07 -17,70 50;49 56,50 .. 5.06 -8.95 
2Bx03 117 57.46 62.99 .. 5.53 -B.77 56.90 59.95 ;.2,49 -4.15 
2Bx08 118 58.38 59.62 -1.24 -2,07 56.90 56.26 0.12 0.20 
Jll!2:i ;i.22 61.si: ~!l,Z:i Q,ZZ ;i..i:~ :i2,J2 ~.!!2 l,!:t:i iil,!:tJ. 
lPeroent Heterosis from High Parent = 11, .. Pa x 100 
PH 
Percent Haterosis from Mid-Parent = i\; MP x 100 
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TABLE XII 
AVEIWIB PERCENT IIETEl!CSI8 rROK ilIGII- PARENT O~Jii/Llffi rROK KACH~ PARUr 
. . FOR EACH AND ALL VARIAllLES, ST TER, OKLAHOMA, 19 · . · · , . 
!lumber Variable l Variable 2 Variable ) Variable 4 Variable 5 Variable 6 Var1ab1- 1 Variable 8 Average 
Parent Croeeea Plant Plant . Plant Distance Green l)ry Internode Percent 
liwaber Uaad 1n Radius Height Height Center to Weight Weight length lloiatun 
(Center) (llald.mwn) ·1u1mua 
l l -?.84 -2:,.56 2.42 20.12 :,0.05 28.l? -lS.4? -1.50 :,.:,o 
:, 2 -4.:,2 . 1:,.17 ).66 -25.31 15.64 : 23.68 -19.09 .. 6.91 0.05 
4 2 · 29,18 -14,38 · 1),20 129,56 -?.18 -1.:,e 20,51 •S.S9 20.119 
5 :, 16.05 42,98 )2.41 -22.13 46,55 40.46 8.:31 -:,.80 20.04 
6 l ?4.54 6.6? 22.8? 64.u · -13.59 .. 5.119 )6.88 .5.16 22,60 
? :, 4.04 15.52 11.67 2.48 41.53 :,a.55 -6,:,1 -?.)6 12.52 
8 7 22.)4 13.0:, 18.15 35.81 18,28 21.:,9 ?,?l -1,82 16.86 
10 2 2,15 -1.81 -),)) -31,42 8,0:, 12.:,9 4~97 -o.:,o -1,17 
11 4 )0,21 40.14 31.21 106,17 56,12 57.68 22.?) -2.79 42,68 
12 l •22,46- 16.44 -6,7) -47,4? 58,16 116,6) -12,06 -26.)4 9,52 
l) 2 29.18 -14,38 1:,.20 '.1.29,56 •7,18 -1.38 20,51 .5.59 20,119 
14 :, 0,69 21.8) 9.56 -19,)) 22,02 · 37.57 •5,88 •9,)4 7.14 
15 5 ?,)9 12,68 16.64 68,2) 15,93 15.09 5,1? -o.ee 17.5:, 
16 6 5,89 ..,25.:,5 -3,06 41,22 44,38 119.4? -16,86 -2.96 10,)4 
18 l .29.82· -22.6:, -25,61 -49,16· 112.32 1)2,27 -32,27 -0,29 10.56 
19 2 20.00 -18.76 -12.u 89.19 )4.16 47,53 7.rr, •4,92 20.27 
20 2 · -1.17 8,17 -2.04 69.:,5 .. 2.5:, -4,48 -1.02 1,5) ?,65. 
21 2 •lS,08 -24.19 •27,41 -26,33 6.06 23,08 -21.3:,. -10,72 -u.99 
22 ) 5,52 -o,6:, -1,60 1,28 . 4,22 9,99 8,21 -4,)2 2,8) 
23 2 -10.33 12,?4 )2,14 10.49 92,92 . 94,68 25,36 -14.35 30,46 
24 5. 8,68 -23,82 -10,91 66,86 10,69 25,84 -l?,99 .7.64 6.46 
25 l 8,28 19.71 5,86 •)2,50 56,05 41,97 )2,09 •5,56 lS,74 
26 l 20,62 -22.27 ' .. -18,?l 82,59 )8,53 29,?4 ?.94 -?,19 16,41 
27 2 )4,42 22,53 16,76 32,90 119,16 29,?6 Sl,09 -2.99 29.20 
28 ) 7,3) •5,14 3.99' 41.68 38,52 47,92 -11.17 •5,84 14.59 
)0 l 44,06 )8,18 3),96 7),68 44,92 51,80 48,25 -10.56 40.S4. 
" l 17.13 1),93 12,119 24.04 46.10 )l,64 9,46 1.26 19.5a 35 4 13,36 · -23.44 -0,88 45,40 -20.75 -1:,.13 -12,45 -?,40 -2.41 36 l u.99 -13.74 -1.10 46.63 -14,5? ,-6,93 13,40 -5,85 _., 3.13 
41 ? 2,92 5,41 -1,57 -lS,89 14,41 40.80 -0,58 -17,61 3.46 
42 2 9,12 10,17 28,)5 1.58 -6,?2. -6.2) •6,05 -u.:,6 2,36 
43 :, 0.17 4.94 1.93 16.14 6,45 3:,.93 -0,50 -2),40 4.96 
44 l 3.71 -u.10 -8,70 12,?2 15,22. 9,03 -12,28 2.04 1.26 
45 :, 16,)? 11.71 l?,Zl -?,?l -5,10 -5,71 24,13 0,89 6.4? 
46 2 51.34 40,28 41.48 192.~ 61.96 64.80 5:,,92· 0,6? 63,)6 
47 l 18,48 -2.39 -13.67 -61,18 -10.15 -0.23 -11.09 -11.57 -11.55 
48 2 21,48 14,lS -4.41 -56,43 -12.65 -0.12 -16,56 -14.35 -6,61 
49 l 9,95 27.99 16.08 -30,35 24.46 46,66 -8,89 -u,32 9,)2 
511 5 l!l,!t:L 21,Z!.I: 2~,J5 Ji:,!12 ~5,IIJ. 211,:LJ !111,23 -!l.!!5 J:L,2~ 
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TABLE XIII 
AVERAGE PERCENT HE'rli:ROSIS Fi!OH HI!l-PAMNT OF Fa PWTS FROM EACH~ PARENT 
FOR EACH AND ALL VARIABW, STILL1· TE:R, OKIAHOMA, 19 
Number Variable l Variable 2 Varia.:ile 3 Variable 4 Variable 5 Variable 6 Variable 7 Variable 8 Average 
Parent Crosses . Plant Plant Plant Distanoe Green Dry Internode Percent· 
Nwnber Used in Radius Height Height Center to Weight Weight length Moisture 
(Center) (!lmcimwn) l".aximum 
He . 
1 1 -3.78 •17.41 18.22 50,68 JO.Bl :,:,.44 -:,.41 .5.05 12.94 
3 2 18.96 30,85 22.58 5,41 37.69 43.87 1,13 -4.53 19.50 
4 2 62.26 18.40 40,52 164,14 0.85 5.25 63,90 -5.35 43.75 
5 3 33,08 59,14 45.09 26.03 52.70 55.74 26.98 -0.31 37.31 
6 l 96.13 17.83 25.07 144,65 0;04 10.09 · 46.15 -4.47 41.94 
7 3 20.53 26.51 22,62 21.95 75,93 81.20 5.S:3 -3,85 31,31 
8 7 . 37.45 2:3.70 · 25,39 64,38 38.39 37.77 . 27.22 o.68 31.87 
10 2 7,34 11.57 10,53 -12,75 39.59 37,22 22.46 3.51 14,93 
11 4 . 38,77. 54.40 54.39 115,93 75.35 80.31 46.04 -0.83 58;05 
12 l 12.63 32.47 17.12 ·13,33 70.15 117.70 30.53 -23.15 30.52 
13 2 .62.26 18.40 40,52 164,14 0.85 5,25 6:Mo -5.35 43.75 
14 3 19.85 46.24 35,61 15.34 33.73 50,34 25.04 -8.16 27.25 
15 5 16.87 24.48 27,60 106,40 31.14 29.42 26.62 0.03 32,82 
16 6 30,93 0,18 16.99 123,42 79.85 84.02 17.33 1,47 62,47 
18 1 2.93 23.13 21.68. 1.64 212,67 224,76 s.15 5.91 62.31 
19 2 60.98 16,70 30,93 t78,24 76,03 80,91 50,77 2.95 74.69 
20 2 -o.25 33.93 14,67 115,69 16.09 11.30 33,13 2.16 28,34 
21 2 32,22 21.22 19.84 44.13 36,50 52,01 29.42 -5.25 28.76 
22 3 15 •. 88 5.43 21,38 33.31 16.43 22.:n 33,42 -2.76 18.18 
23 2 8.45 28.23 50.02 59.31 118.80 141,76 41,47 -9.50 54.82 
24 5 29.07 -2.51 15,22 149.30 33,95 48.79 12,58 -5.2B 35.14 
25 l 31.33 22.86 19.89 0,14 94.87 91.70 40.44 0.65 37.74 
26 1 51,10 18,37 26,62 216.38 49,78 54.35 68.54 -1,41 60.47 
27 2 34.42 40,96 47,20 87,42 90.15 77,70 64.89 3.25 55.25 
28 3 26,84 9.66 20.52 79,94 50,07 55,70 16.37 -2.82 32,04 
JO , 51,32 42.70 48,21 14.5.90 79 • .57 98.69 6.5.46 -1.ss 6.5,79 
33 l 31,66 25.71 28.27 103.38 62,'Zl 53,47 36,26 2,41 42,93 
35 4 34.54 -3,45 21,53 85,34 -2,43 6,05 19,03 -4,60 19.50 
36 1 24,27 -10.33 12,38 89,43 0,53 8.42 28.79 -4,35 18.611· 
41 7 34,46 28.41 20,4.5 39.09 30.24 .53.18 27.31 -14,22 27.37 
42 2 30.42 39,32 48,16 29,00 1.13 11,85 22,31 5.43 2J.58 
43 3 19,00 16.38 11.65 51,58 16.30 39,31 13.31 -1).89 18.46 
44 l 23,38 -J,70 4.82 76.46 22.27 15.21 12.8.5 2,85 19,26 
45 3 25.65 30.24 20,93 18,02 29,10 20,28 40.89 6.67 2:M7 
46 2· . 57,78 58.71 70.93 197.06 84.22 86,ll 86,16 1.37 80.29 
47 l 21.30 0.81 -8,.54 -56,59 4.67 23,37 1.72 ·-10.12 -2.92 
48 2 33,49 22,19 4,61 -118,71 2.69 17.87 4,'Zl -7.93 3.56 
49 l 33,97 68.91 42.43 -10.97 48.84 70.46 20,59 -9,90 33,04 





















AVERAGE PERCENT HETEROSIS OF ALL F1 ~ PI.ANTS FOR EACH AND ALL 
VARIABLES AND FOR ALL CROSSES, STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 1966 
Variable J Variable 4· Variable 5 Variable 6 Variable 7 
Distance 
~ht Center to Internode Maximum Height Green Weight Pa Weight Length 
High Mid High Mid High Mid __ High Mid High Mid 
Parent. f!D!nt Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent 
7.47 27.82 J0.10 76.JB 24.ll 45.86 J0.6J 5J.J5 4.99 J0.25 
TABLE XV 
Variable 8 Average 
Percent 
Mgiatnre 
High Mid High Mid 
Parent Parent Parent Parent 
-6.68 -J.62 lJ.42 JS.46 
AVERAGE PERCENT BETEROSIS OF F1 ~ PLANTS FOR EACH AND ALL VARIABLES FOR INTERSPECIFIC, INTERVARIETAL, 
AND INTRAVARIETAL CROSSES, STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 19.66 
Variable l Variable 2 Variable 3 Variable 4 Variable S Variable 6 Variable 1 Variable 8 
Distance 
Plant Height Plant Height Center to Internode Percent 
Plant Radius .(Center) (Maximum) Maximum Height Green Weight ~ Weight Le!!15th Moisture 
High Mid High Mid -High Mid High Mid High Mid High Mid High Mid High Mid 
Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent _Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent Parent 
6.24 33.62 -11. 77 18.18 -7.31 20.77 25.06 100.63 14.27 40.44 24.86 50.06 -12.04 21.01 -6.51 -3.34 
14.30 28.92 11.99 25.94 13.34 28. 77 47_.24 73.59 21.64 41.24 30.92 45.08 7.19 31.58 -6.46 -4.06 
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